
Sacred Body 1311 

Chapter 1311: Winning over Houtu Empress, the supreme army of Guxianting, imperial... 

Houtu Niang Niang's phoenix eyes circulated, and first fell on Yuan Che's body. 

"Well, a familiar breath, you are the blood of the emperor." 

Empress Houtu could see the origin of Yuan Che at a glance. 

Yuan Che has also heard about the deeds of Houtu Empress. 

However, Empress Houtu lived in an era that is far older than when she was born. 

Therefore, she has only heard of the name of Hou Tu, and has not seen it with her own eyes. 

"Little girl Yen Che, my father Donghua Emperor." Yen Che also said respectfully. 

After all, the four imperial courts of Xian Ting have an extraordinary status. 

At the moment, the Houtu empress does not say how terrifying her strength is, but her status is 

unmatched. 

"It turns out to be a descendant of the Lord of Xian Ting." Houtu Empress nodded slightly. 

And Jun Xiaoyao is also looking at Houtu Niangniang. 

He could feel that the Hou Tu that appeared now did not seem to be his body, but more like a clone. 

But even if it was just a clone, it exuded such a vast emperor's prestige. 

The strength of that deity should be even more terrifying. 

It is worthy of being one of the "Four Royals" of the ancient fairy court. 

"Houtu Empress, nurturing the earth and nourishing all souls, it is no wonder that she has such a 

majestic heart, after all, tolerance is great." 

Jun Xiaoyao also secretly sighed with the majestic mind of Houtu Niangniang. 

Houtu Niang Niang's eyes turned to Jun Xiaoyao. 

"At Xiajun Xiaoyao, I have seen Houtu Empress." 

"Just as the so-called topography is Kun, with virtue and virtue, the empress, as a woman, becomes the 

only female emperor among the four imperial courts in the Fairy Court, which makes the younger 

generation admire her." 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly. 

"The mouth is sweet." Houtu Niangniang had a faint smile on her red lips. 

Even though she was in her realm, all praises and honors were nothing short of passing. 

But being praised by such a handsome young man is also comforting. 
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"The Jun family, I didn't expect the Xianting Tiger Talisman to fall into your hands, what are you going to 

do?" Houtu Niangniang said. 

"According to my understanding, if anyone can get half of the Xianting Tiger Talisman, he can initially 

mobilize Xianting soldiers and horses." 

"And if you get a complete tiger charm, any ancient fairy court monk must obey the order." Jun Xiaoyao 

said. 

Houtu Niangniang shook her head faintly and said: "You tiger charm may be very restrictive to other 

people, but there is no restriction on me, unless it is a complete tiger charm." 

Houtu Niangniang, as one of the four imperial courts of Xian Ting. 

Half a tiger charm, still unable to order her to do anything. 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled and said, "Why would you order Houtu Niangniang to do something?" 

"But in you, there is indeed a familiar breath." Houtu Niangniang said. 

"Does the empress mean this?" 

Jun Xiaoyao sacrificed the Qi Ding of the Mother of All Things. 

"really……" 

Houtu Niangniang's eyes lit up. 

She was entwined with xuanhuang mother spirit all over her body. 

Xuanhuang mother qi, also known as the mother qi of all things, nurtures all things and evolves from 

heaven and earth. 

This is the absolute treasure for the Houtu Empress. 

"Little guy, give me this tripod, and help you solve any troubles." Houtu Empress's voice is soft and 

beautiful. 

However, the expressions of other people in the fairy garden changed suddenly. 

"Sorry, this is my natal magic weapon, but I can lend it to you." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

Even if the status of Houtu Empress is extraordinary, Jun Xiaoyao will not lose himself because of this. 

"Hey, you're still the first person who dared to refuse me." Houtu Niangniang smiled. 

When she was in Guxianting, I don't know how many people gave her gifts, but she refused. 

Now she wants something, but this junior is still reluctant to take it out. 

I have to say that Jun Xiaoyao is an interesting guy in her eyes. 

At this moment, there was a roar from a distance. 

It was the arrival of some awakened troops from the ancient fairy court. 



The monks who were onlookers were all shocked. 

Because in those ancient fairy court armies, there are even supreme rank armies. 

Although the number is not large, there are still tens of thousands of people. 

This is much more than five thousand barbarians. 

"Could it be the Imperial Forest Army of the Ancient Fairy Court, an invincible army!" 

"Is this the inside story of Ancient Xianting, and this should be only a small part of it." 

Many monks were frightened when they saw it. 

Jun Xiaoyao has only half of the tiger charms, and it is a preliminary act. 

So it is impossible to wake up all the strong men and soldiers of the ancient fairy court at once. 

But even this small part of power is scary enough. 

Enough to push the immortal forces horizontally. 

The strong man of Fuxi Xiantong and Wahuang Xiantong, his eyes are all red. 

If they can get this power, they can definitely occupy a strong position, overwhelming other immortals. 

"I hope Houtu Niangniang, and everyone, can join the Emperor's Court." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"Emperor Court, such a domineering name. At a young age, I dared to call him emperor." Houtu 

Niangniang also showed a touch of surprise. 

In her eyes, Jun Xiaoyao is indeed a little baby, a newborn calf is not afraid of tigers. 

But she also saw that Jun Xiaoyao was special. 

It is indeed this golden age, a figure occupying absolute fortune. 

It can even be said to be an overwhelming existence. 

"The world is called the king, the universe is the emperor, and the immortal heavenly court is the 

meaning of the existence of the emperor's court." 

Jun Xiaoyao's words made many people hear, and their minds were buzzing. 

This ambition is also too great, directly to establish an immortal force comparable to the fairy garden. 

This is indeed not something ordinary people can do. 

We must know how many immortal forces can be left in the washing of time through the ages of ancient 

and modern times. 

And how many giants like Xian Ting? 

But Jun Xiaoyao just wanted to build such an immortal force with his own hands. 

The problem is that he is only thirty or so years old. 



For the monk, it is definitely too young, and it can even be called young. 

Other Tianjiao at this age, at best, are beginning to show their brilliance and become famous 

everywhere. 

In the end, Jun Xiaoyao did well. At this age, he would become the lord of the immortal forces. 

It even has a great emperor-level figure to join. 

This is simply dreamy, and it is not comparable to ordinary people. 

Throughout the ages, only Jun Xiaoyao is alone! 

It can be said that Jun Xiaoyao's ambition really shocked everyone. 

He not only wants to become that invincible being. 

Also form an invincible force. 

Nine days and ten places all listen to orders. 

This is not something ordinary people can do. 

"As expected, it is my gentleman. With the invincible background of the Jun family and the Jiang family, 

he is still not satisfied, and he has to form his own forces by himself~www.mtlnovel.com~ Lu Fugui really 

admires Jun Xiaoyao. 

This kind of character is hard to come by in an era. 

"This is the master's grandeur." Mo Yanyu's beautiful eyes also showed longing. 

At the same time, he became more determined to follow Jun Xiaoyao. 

Even if she can become the master of the Mo Family, she will definitely do her best to let the entire Mo 

Family join the Emperor's Court. 

She has a hunch that this is the most correct choice. 

The monks present were all shocked and speechless. 

They also knew that if Houtu Niangniang and other strong people really recognized Jun Xiaoyao and 

joined the Emperor's Court. 

The rise of the Emperor's Court will be unstoppable. 

Not to mention that it can directly compare with the overlord forces such as the fairy court, the 

underworld, and the emperor's family. 

At least it will be much stronger than ordinary immortal forces. 

But how would Houtu Empress choose? 

Chapter 1312: Leaving from Xian Ting, Chi You's 1st-line ancient ancestor, Chi Xiaotian 

Everyone knows that although Jun Xiaoyao is in control of half a tiger charm. 
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But wanting to order characters like Houtu Niangniang, it was still slightly insufficient. 

However, it was enough to give orders to the ancient fairy court. 

Even Zhaosheng, Tianguan, Dongyue, Huaguang and other Zhun emperors were also subject to Jun 

Xiaoyao's constraints. 

Of course, if Jun Xiaoyao has a complete tiger charm. 

Even if it is Houtu Niangniang, she has to abide by the rules. 

Not to mention being a subordinate, at least Jun Xiaoyao still has to listen to it. 

And now, it depends on Houtu Niangniang's choice. 

At this time, Di Haotian stood up and said, "Senior Houtu, you are the senior of Ancient Xianting, you 

should be thinking about Xianting." 

"My fairy garden has split into the Nine Great Immortal Orders, which is precarious, coupled with the 

possibility of great turmoil in later generations." 

"If it is not unified anymore, it may even threaten the survival of Xian Ting." 

What Emperor Haotian said, every word, every word, every word was reasonable. 

It can be said that there is almost nothing wrong with it. 

And the righteousness was awe-inspiring, as if he was really thinking about Xian Ting. 

"Tsk tsk, Di Haotian is still Di Haotian, even if he has experienced setbacks, this scheming and speaking 

skills are extraordinary." 

Many people also admire Di Haotian. 

If ordinary people experience such frustration, it is absolutely difficult to get rid of the gloomy emotions 

in a short time. 

But Di Haotian quickly adjusted his mood. 

And do everything possible to suppress Jun Xiaoyao. 

This xinxing is not comparable to ordinary people. 

"Heir of Haotian Dragon Emperor?" 

Empress Houtu also glanced at Di Haotian. 

With her seniority, she has read countless people, how can she not see the ambition buried deep in Di 

Haotian's eyes. 

He spoke with a high-sounding voice, saying that it was for Xian Ting. 

Actually, isn't it just for you to be in the big position? 

But Hou Tu didn't say much. 



After all, it's normal to have ambitions. 

When Jun Xiaoyao heard the words, he said. 

"Di Haotian, what you said is high-sounding. If you really care about Xian Ting, you won't sit back and 

watch Chi You Xiantong being oppressed." 

"And you immortals, among each other, you have calculated everything, intrigues and deceives each 

other, and even exhausted all means in order to compete for Yuanche." 

"You, although you are called the Supreme Immortal Court, you have lost the face of Gu Xianting!" 

Jun Xiaoyao's words are not unsharp, they are **** for tat. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you..." 

Di Haotian took a deep breath, his chest rising and falling, forcibly keeping himself calm. 

But he was really almost **** to death by Jun Xiaoyao. 

It's fine if you can't beat Jun Xiaoyao. 

I can't even talk about him. 

This is uncomfortable. 

"Sure enough, although the son of God doesn't talk much on weekdays, he is really ruthless and can 

drive people crazy." 

"I seem to have heard that the prince's **** son can kill his popularity with a single mouth. Today I have 

seen it." 

"Moreover, the prince's **** son speaks very well. He not only belittles the current Xian Ting, but also 

touts the ancient Xian Ting. This art of speaking is simply..." 

Countless lights, looking at Jun Xiaoyao, all with admiration. 

There is no force, just a foolish man. 

There is strength, and the enchanting scheming and wisdom far beyond ordinary people. 

This is the most terrifying. 

Jun Xiaoyao is such a person. 

Even if Hou Tu heard this, it didn't feel harsh, because it was the case. 

"Although in my capacity, I don't need to be too constrained by tiger charms, but they have to obey the 

orders of tiger charms." Houtu Niangniang said. 

"Yes, we only recognize tiger charms, not people." 

The four of Zhaosheng, Tianguan, Dongyue, and Huaguang said in unison. 

If you want to recognize people. 



What's the meaning of tiger charm? 

A faint smile appeared at the corner of Jun Xiaoyao's mouth. 

In fact, this is enough. 

Four quasi-emperors, plus tens of thousands of supreme army Yulinjun, and the rest of the fairy court 

soldiers and horses. 

This is a very powerful force. 

"Little guy, if there is a deal between us, I can't help you once." 

The Empress Houtu smiled, noble and charming. 

Many people looked at Jun Xiaoyao, and then at the stalwart Houtu Empress. 

Your deal, is it serious? 

Jun Xiaoyao naturally knew that the Empress Houtu still caught the attention of the mother of all things. 

Her eyes were also very high, and she saw that although the mother of all things Qi Ding had not yet 

reached the emperor's soldiers, she had endless potential. 

There is even the possibility of transforming into a fairy. 

"I can also use the power of Houtu Niangniang to condense the mother of all things." Jun Xiaoyao 

thought secretly. 

In fact, in order to transform the mother of all things, one important thing is needed. 

It is the source of the mother gas of all things. 

Jun Xiaoyao doesn't know if Houtu empress is there. 

But he still opened his mouth: "Since Niang Niang said so, after that, I can have a deeper exchange with 

Niang Niang." 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't say anything to death either. 

At this point, the situation has been settled. 

Unless Xian Ting now directly grabs the Tiger Talisman from Jun Xiaoyao. 

Otherwise, it would be almost impossible for Xian Ting to take back these ancient Xian Ting soldiers. 

All this, being seen in the eyes of the king of killers, also made him sigh with emotion. 

Before, Jun Xiaoyao said that Emperor Emperor Ting could one day surpass Xian Ting, and he still didn't 

quite believe it. 

But now, he completely believed it. 

Jun Xiaoyao is simply a godlike character. 



The Emperor's Court has gained the strength of the ancient fairy court soldiers and horses, and it may 

really be able to achieve a great climate. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, if you hand over the Tiger Talisman, Xian Ting and Jun's family, you may be able to turn 

the fighting into a jade silk, and welcome the great calamity in the future." 

The quasi emperor of Fuxi immortal system spoke. 

"Is this... showing weakness?" Many monks stared. 

Obviously, Xian Ting really had nothing to do with Jun Xiaoyao. 

You can't kill and you can't kill, and persuasion has no effect. 

Jun Xiaoyao said with a faint smile: "Actually, what kind of attitude Xianting treats me, I really don't care, 

because in the future, I will build a larger force than Xianting." 

"And I, the title of the Lord of the Emperor's Court, will also be more resounding than the Lord of the 

Fairy Court!" 

Jun Xiaoyao's voice spread throughout the whole Huntian Immortal Realm, extremely mighty. 

Di Haotian's face was instantly distorted. 

He has been plotting the lord of the fairy court in this golden world. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao wanted to become the lord of the imperial court far surpassing the lord of the 

fairy court. 

This is undoubtedly the kind that slaps Di Haotian in the face and snaps. 

What Emperor Haotian pursued, Jun Xiaoyao simply didn't care about it. 

Then, Jun Xiaoyao looked at Chi Youxian to unify the monks. 

"Everyone of Chi You Xiantong, what do you say, are you still hesitating now?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's words made Chi Youxiantong many younger generations, blood boiled. 

The lord of the imperial court surpassing the lord of the fairy court, what a grandeur this is. 

"We have endured it long enough, so why continue to live in the fairy court!" Chi Longjiao shouted. 

"That's right, instead of nestling in Xian Ting, it's better to follow the son of the Emperor's family, maybe 

you can build an immortal foundation!" Chi Yu also raised his arms. 

"That is, no matter how the prince's son is, he is also a person approved by Lord Demon Emperor." 

"No matter how he treats us, at least he will not look down on people like Xian Ting!" 

All Chi Youxian dominates Tianjiao, they are all emotionally excited. 

Those high-level Chi You Xiantong were also moved. 

Jun Xiaoyao even the soldiers and horses of the ancient fairy court,  can earn his subordinates. 



In the future, the Emperor's Court might really be comparable to Xian Ting. 

"Soon, my Emperor's Court will formally establish an establishment. At that time, all forces in the Nine 

Heavens Immortal Territory will be invited." 

"Chi You Xiantong, do you want to miss this opportunity?" 

Jun Xiaoyao let out a word again. 

He will formally integrate the Emperor's Court and hold a big banquet to show the existence of the 

Emperor's Court to the fairyland. 

At this moment, in the void, there was a thick and rough voice. 

"I, Chi You, formally leave Xian Ting!" 

"This voice is ancient ancestor!" 

Hearing this, the cultivators of Chi You Xiantong present were all excited. 

"Chi Xiaotian, you!" 

The complexion of the quasi emperor of the Fuxi Xian Dynasty changed suddenly. 

This voice is the ancient ancestor of the Emperor Realm in Chi You's line, Chi Xiaotian. 

Chapter 1313: Successfully split Xian Ting, Jun Xiaoyao’s Yang Mou, in addition... 

The ancient ancestor of the Emperor Realm in Chi You's line, Chi Xiaotian, has not shown up yet. 

But the attitude in his words has already been made clear. 

Now, Chi You's line, it's time to leave Xian Ting. 

In fact, Chi You wanted to leave Xian Ting very early. 

Because they have been treated unfairly, it can be said that they are extremely aggrieved. 

But first, Xian Ting is not so easy to leave. 

Second, if they were separated separately, they would inevitably be suppressed and retaliated by Xian 

Ting. 

Therefore, it is very tangled. 

And the overlord forces that can fight against Xian Ting are just so few. 

Except for the forces under the water, Chi You and other forces are naturally impossible to take refuge 

in. 

And the only Jun family doesn't seem to care about Chi You's line at all. 

Until now, Jun Xiaoyao proposed to let Chi You's line join the Emperor's Court. 

Although the Emperor's Court is a nascent force. 
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And it is also separated from the Jun family. 

But as long as there is Jun Xiaoyao, the Jun family will always be the backing and backing of the 

Emperor's Court. 

Not to mention that now, Jun Xiaoyao has also obtained a batch of soldiers and horses from the ancient 

fairy court. 

There are also powerful emperors such as the Big Dipper and the King of Killers. 

Even the terrifying strength of the mother of flowers on the other side is also closely related to Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

In this way, the Emperor's Court immediately became a behemoth that should not be underestimated. 

Therefore, Chi You pulsed. 

"Chi Xiaotian, you can bear this consequence!" 

A mighty voice came, and it was the emperor of Fuxi Xiantong who had never appeared before. 

"Jun Xiaoyao passed the test of Lord Demon Emperor. This is Lord Demon Emperor's arrangement." 

Chi Xiaotian's tone was calm and unwavering. 

The emperor of Fuxi Xiantong didn't speak again. 

Chi You wanted to leave, but couldn't keep it. 

And it is impossible to suppress it. 

Jun Xiaoyao will not turn a blind eye. 

"I wait, see the Lord of the Imperial Court!" 

Chi Long, Chi Yu and others directly stepped forward and clasped their fists. 

Their faces are full of excitement. 

Chi You's line can finally escape from the fairy garden that discriminates against them. 

"Free courtesy, in the Emperor's Court, relying on ability to obtain status, all other discrimination will 

not exist, nor is it allowed to exist." 

"It's very good that you can throw away the dark and cast the light. This can be regarded as a meeting 

gift for Chi You." 

Jun Xiaoyao casually sacrificed something. 

It was actually the guilty beheading knife of Xing Tian Xian Tong! 

This silenced the audience! 

This is a top imperial soldier. 



There is even the potential to transform into a quasi-immortal device. 

Jun Xiaoyao gave Chi You a pulse directly without blinking his eyes. 

Although the king's family is arrogant, there is no shortage of quasi-immortal tools, but it is also too 

generous, right? 

However, some strong people think more deeply. 

Their eyes flickered, they knew Jun Xiaoyao's thoughts, and couldn't help but sigh. 

Bai Luoxue, the only think tank among the eighteen riders of Yanyun, also showed a sense of sigh on his 

white and flawless face. 

"Jun Xiaoyao's calculations are too deep." 

Bai Luoxue was amazed. 

If the guilty behead knife gave Chi You a line, it would cause a contradiction between Chi You line and 

Xing Tianxian line. 

In the future, even if Chi You's line returns to Xian Ting, it will be suppressed by the hostility of Xing Tian 

Xian Tong. 

This is tantamount to blocking Chi You's line to stop them from repenting. 

Fortunately, Chi You's line couldn't refuse, because Jun Xiaoyao was indeed giving them huge benefits. 

This top imperial soldier with the potential of a quasi-immortal weapon is not a Chinese cabbage on the 

street. 

This is Yangmou. 

If you accept, although you can get benefits, you can no longer go back and there is no chance to go 

back. 

And if you don't accept it, it's tantamount to saying that you have a different heart, and it doesn't make 

sense to add it or not. 

This shows how deep Jun Xiaoyao's heart is. 

It is simply higher than the mountain and deeper than the sea. 

It can even be said that it is the emperor's heart art under the imperial court. 

As a think tank, Bai Luoxue thought he was smart enough. 

But compared with Jun Xiaoyao's scheming methods, she felt like a three-year-old child. 

Di Haotian's scheming was also very deep, but in front of Jun Xiaoyao, it was just like that, losing again 

and again. 

Thinking of this, Bai Luoxue felt a sense of loss in her heart. 

If she was not born in the era of Emperor Haotian, but was born in this era. 



Perhaps Jun Xiaoyao will become the person she admires most. 

The strong in Chi You's line is obviously not stupid either. 

Know what Jun Xiaoyao means. 

What he wants is loyalty, not double-handedness, being in Cao Ying's heart. 

The guillotine guillotine is a touchstone and a hot potato. 

But they did not hesitate. 

From the time they proposed to leave Xian Ting, they had no turning back. 

"Then thank you the Lord of the Imperial Court for the gift." 

In Chi You's line, a strong man stepped out to take the guilty guillotine. 

"Chiyou's line, dare you!" 

In Xing Tian Xian Tong, the strong shouted coldly. 

That was obviously an emperor soldier of their Xingtian Xiantong, but Jun Xiaoyao used it as a gift to Chi 

You. 

This trick of borrowing flowers to present the Buddha made the nose of the Xingtian Xianxian ruler 

crooked. 

The expression of God Xing Meteo was also ugly, and he felt more and more self-confident. 

"Huh... why dare you?" 

Chi You's strong line had cold eyes, and he directly took the guilty beheading knife. 

Jun Xiaoyao's hand directly turned the Nine Great Immortals of Xianting into the Eight Great Immortals. 

This spread out, enough to shake the entire Nine Heavens Immortal Territory. 

"What a funny little guy." 

Houtu Niangniang kept watching and didn't interfere. 

In fact, there are still some differences between the ancient fairy court and the current supreme fairy 

court. 

Ancient Xianting also didn't have Chi Youxian's unified line, so these ancient Xianting experts just 

watched indifferently. 

Yuan Che didn't move much either. 

Because of her own sins, even if it was Gu Xianting, she didn't have any sense of belonging, let alone the 

current Xianting. 

The only thing that made her feel warm, except for her father Donghua Dijun. 



There is only Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Xiaoyao, do you really want the power of Ancient Xianting?" 

Yuanche Liuli looked at Jun Xiaoyao with bright eyes. 

"Your Royal Highness means..." 

Jun Xiaoyao looked around. 

Yuan Che pursed his lips and smiled, and waved his jade hand. 

One thing fell in her palm. 

It's the other half of the tiger charm! 

"Sure enough, it's in her hands!" 

Di Haotian's expression condensed. 

Other powerhouses also stared wide-eyed. 

The tiger charm of Ancient Xianting is half in the hands of Jun Xiaoyao and half in the hands of Yuan Che. 

"Oh? It seems that the Emperor Xianting spoils his daughter very much." 

Qiong eyebrows of Houtu Niangniang also picked up slightly. 

"It turns out that the other half is in your hands." Jun Xiaoyao suddenly. 

It seems that Di Haotian, relying on the memory of rebirth, has long known that the other half of the 

tiger charm is in the hands of Yuan Che. 

No wonder it is so tight. 

"His Royal Highness shouldn't be able to give me this half of the tiger charm, right?" 

Jun Xiaoyao is also somewhat self-aware. 

Although Yuan Che has a good impression of him. 

But tiger charm, after all, is of great importance.  is even related to the fate of a group of strong men in 

Ancient Xianting. 

No matter how Yuan Che was, it was impossible to just let the tiger fit into one. 

"That's not necessarily." 

Yuan Che blinked his eyes brightly, and there was a flower in his eyes. 

This made Xian Ting's side suddenly nervous. 

"His Royal Highness, please think twice. This is the right granted to you by the Emperor. How can you 

pass it to outsiders casually?" 

Da Ri Shengzi, Haoyue Shengzi and others also changed color. 



They are very hostile to Jun Xiaoyao, because Jun Xiaoyao killed one of them. 

Yuan Che ignored it, just looking at Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Let's talk about what the princess wants." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

If possible, he really wanted to get half of the tiger charm in Yuan Che's hands. 

"Very simple, I want you." 

Yuan Che said surprisingly. 

Chapter 1314: "Special 1" good man Jun Xiaoyao, the dispute ended... 

From the birth of Yuanche to the present. 

Only two people let her experience the warmth. 

Her father Donghua Dijun, and Jun Xiaoyao. 

Even if it was a dream, it was also a precious memory for Yuan Che. 

And in that dream, Jun Xiaoyao was obviously self-conscious. 

In addition, Jun Xiaoyao also has half a tiger charm, which is a kind of fate just like her. 

It can be said that from the moment they met in the dreamland, Shili Taolin. 

Yuan Che's karma has already begun to be entangled with Jun Xiaoyao. 

Even without this, the relationship between Lingyuan and Jun Xiaoyao is a single cause. 

Therefore, it is impossible for Jun Xiaoyao to get rid of. 

"As expected to be the last princess with authority, she is really bold and straightforward." 

"But she also has this capital, not everyone is qualified to pursue the Emperor's Son of God." 

Many monks are discussing. 

If it is other male Tianjiao, being photographed by Yuan Che is like eating soft rice. 

But Jun Xiaoyao talks about identity, status, strength, blood, and appearance. 

Nothing is lower than Yuan Che. 

So this should be the right one, not the one who has climbed the top. 

"Why does your Royal Highness have to be persistent?" Jun Xiaoyao sighed with a faint look. 

"I said before that if you marry me, you will be the lord of the fairy garden in the future." 

"As long as you marry me, then we are a family, and we can hold tiger charms together, it's no big deal." 

Yuan Che said. 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled helplessly. 
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This was originally the situation that Di Haotian dreamed of. 

The result fell on him, but it was a trouble, and he couldn't agree yet. 

It's not because Jun Xiaoyao is strict with his wife. 

He knew that even if he married Yuan Che directly now. 

Jiang Shengyi and Jiang Luoli would not change his mind at all. 

Especially Jiang Shengyi, this is a bitter woman who can only swallow silently by herself. 

In fact, this situation is the most beneficial way for Jun Xiaoyao. 

It was a false promise to Yuan Che that he would get the tiger charm first. 

But Jun Xiaoyao has a bottom line. 

He is not a hypocrite full of benevolence, righteousness and morality, but he is not so scumbag. 

Although he wanted to get half of the tiger charm in Yuan Che's hand, he would definitely not do it this 

way. 

Beside him, Ling Yu immediately retorted. 

"You are delusional!" 

Yuan Che glanced at Ling Yuan. 

"You are me. If you marry me, you will be married." 

Although the soul of the earth and the human soul have born their own thinking consciousness. 

But in her eyes, Ling Yuan is still herself, not someone else. 

Had it not been for Jun Xiaoyao's prevention, she would have merged with Lingyuan long ago. 

"What... what does it mean to marry me?" 

Ling Yu was a little confused when she heard this. 

She never thought that Jun Xiaoyao would marry her. 

"Thank you Princess Princess for your love, but it's a pity that it's impossible now..." 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head. 

Obviously, as long as you agree, you can get a complete tiger charm and mobilize the ancient fairy court 

soldiers. 

But Jun Xiaoyao refused. 

"The son of the Jun family is really bold, you can give up." 

"Others have long been with confidantes, although Princess Yuanche is perfect." 



"But the two fairies of the Jiang family, Jiang Shengyi and Jiang Luoli, are also unique women, and they 

are hard to find in the world." 

Many people expressed their understanding of Jun Xiaoyao's attitude. 

Many female sisters, even more so, their eyes shone with brilliance, and they admired Jun Xiaoyao more 

and more. 

Where can I find such a good man who is so ‘specific’? 

"Hey, Brother Jun is a bit closed here, but I heard that the ancient kidney body is infinitely energetic." 

"You should open the harem like I did, changing every day." Lu Fugui mumbled. 

"You disgusting fat fat man, go away!" Mo Yanyu screamed. 

Many monks in the audience looked at Jun Xiaoyao who was deeply trapped in the two women's asura 

field. 

Everyone actually didn't know whether to sympathize or envy. 

"It's impossible now, that means you can do it in the future?" Yuan Che's eyes shone brightly. 

"I don't, I am not, don't talk nonsense." 

Jun Xiaoyao immediately came to deny three companies. 

Yuan Che just pursed his lips and smiled, and the whole country was overwhelmed. 

She can't forget Shili Taolin, the young man in white who is drinking and playing chess under the 

blossoming tree. 

I will never forget that little finger, the promise of swearing. 

Although they were all beautiful dreams created by Jun Xiaoyao, Yuan Che was willing to indulge in 

them. 

In this situation now. 

Xian Ting was almost completely defeated, with no benefit at all. 

Speaking of leaving Jun Xiaoyao, there is the Great Big Dipper, the King of Killers, and a Houtu Empress 

with an unclear attitude. 

It is almost impossible for Xian Ting to force Jun Xiaoyao to stay. 

It is even more impossible to seize Jun Xiaoyao's tiger charm and Jiuli Tu, beheading the crime, etc. 

Not to mention, Chi You's line, also escaped. 

Di Haotian was even more defeated. 

Whether it was in fighting or in wisdom, they were all defeated to Jun Xiaoyao. 

I couldn't beat it, I couldn't calculate it, and the plan completely failed. 



The current Emperor Haotian relied on his own xinxing to barely be able to maintain his attitude. 

But his face has been lost. 

"Who would have thought that the Emperor's God Son alone would make the entire Xian Ting burnt." 

"Yeah, how powerful the prestige of Xian Ting is, but now, there is no way to take the king's son." 

Many onlookers sighed. 

When he attacked Heaven last time, the leak of the old man in Heaven had already affected the image 

of Xian Ting's Wei Guangzheng. 

But now, being so mixed up by Jun Xiaoyao, Xian Ting's prestige has been hit again. 

As for Di Haotian, the image of Invincible was even stepped on the mud. 

Jun Xiaoyao also smiled, ready to arrange things. 

He first looked at Yuanche and said, "Regarding the power of sin in the body of the princess, I will visit 

the house personally when I have time, and discuss the handling with you in detail." 

"Chi You Xian Tong, no, you should be called Chi You's line now, and you can also prepare for the 

transfer." 

"I want to see, who dares to stop you." Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

Chi Long, Chi Yu and others,  all showed joy on their faces. 

As for some other Xian Ting powerhouses, they were as uncomfortable as if they had eaten Xiang, and 

their faces turned blue. 

Especially Xing Tian Xian Tong, the slashing knives belonging to their Xian Tong, were all bestowed by 

Jun Xiaoyao to Chi You. 

"Thank you God, no, thank you the Lord of the Imperial Court!" Chi Long and the others respectfully 

said. 

They did not join the Emperor's family, but joined the Emperor's Court, so Jun Xiaoyao should be called 

the Lord of the Emperor's Court. 

"As for all of you in the Ancient Fairy Court, you can also follow me back to the Desolate Heaven and 

Immortal Realm. I hope you can join the Emperor's Court." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

And Zhao Sheng, waiting for the four quasi-emperor-level gods, just as always said with no expression 

on the ground: "We only obey the tiger talisman." 

Jun Xiaoyao nodded slightly. 

In fact, such a person is the best to control. 

If Yuan Che did not use her tiger charm power, then these gods, as well as the ancient fairy court army, 

including the imperial forest army, would only listen to his orders. 



Of course, this is only part of Gu Xianting's remaining power. 

It takes a complete tiger symbol to have the ability to awaken the full power of the ancient fairy court. 

for example… 

The other three powerful emperors in the "Four Royals" of the Ancient Fairy Court! 

Jun Xiaoyao finally looked at Houtu Niangniang. 

"If Senior Houtu doesn't mind, you can go to my Jun's house as a guest, and I can also have an in-depth 

exchange with Senior." 

Half a tiger talisman does not have much binding force on Houtu Niangniang. 

Therefore, Jun Xiaoyao is only focused on wooing. 

"Never mind, I have no opinion." Houtu Niangniang smiled. 

She actually has no sense of belonging to the current Supreme Immortal Court. 

Even if there is no Jun Xiaoyao, she will not return to the current Xian Ting. 

Chapter 1315: Jun Xiaoyao leaves calmly, conflicts and disputes within Xian Ting 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao's arrangement, the cultivators and Tianjiao in Xian Ting dared not speak. 

It can be said that this time the forgotten kingdom is opened. 

It is not so much a chance for Xian Ting. 

Rather, it was Jun Xiaoyao's chance. 

Because the best things were taken by him. 

Huangdi Dharma Body, Jiuli Tu, Swordsman, Ancient Immortal Court Tiger Talisman, Princess Yuanche’s 

favor, etc... 

There is also the primordial spirit breaking through the Hengsha level, and the aptitude has broken 

through to the king of odd numbers. 

This wave of Jun Xiaoyao really made a lot of money. 

He even abducted Chi You's line. 

Although Chi You's line is now in Xianting, it is considered the weakest line. 

But the strength should not be underestimated, much stronger than many immortal forces. 

This is simply digging out a big piece of Xianting meat. 

And the most annoying thing is that Jun Xiaoyao can leave calmly. 

This is ridiculous. 

Huntian Xianyu, but Xianting's site. 
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Jun Xiaoyao provokes Xian Ting, and can come and go freely. 

This is simply stepping on the top of Xian Ting's head. 

"Well, it's up here, it's almost time to leave." 

Jun Xiaoyao is leaving. 

Xian Ting has lost enough, and there is no need for him to humiliate and anger Xian Ting. 

And the purpose of his coming here has been achieved. 

Signed the Xianting Tiger Talisman, found the Huangdi Dharma Body, and even destroyed Di Haotian's 

plan, causing his efforts to be wasted. 

It can be said that it is absolutely complete. 

Moreover, Jun Xiaoyao now doesn't want to completely do anything with Xian Ting. 

After all, he still has to rectify his own Emperor's Court. 

We must also meet the super-turmoil that may occur in the future. 

So now is not the time to go to war. 

Xian Ting obviously knew this too, so although they were angry, they did not act rashly. 

Jun Xiaoyao put his hand behind him, and was about to leave with a group of people. 

Yuan Che kept looking at Jun Xiaoyao, but did not follow. 

Because she wakes up, there is still a batch of Xianting things that need to be dealt with. 

She is not a silly white sweet who only has a love mind. 

As the daughter of the emperor, she also has some things to do. 

Ling Yuan did not follow Jun Xiaoyao either. 

Although she wanted very much, she knew that the best way for her to help Jun Xiaoyao was to stay in 

Wa Huangxian Tong. 

Let Wa Huangxian Tong and Fuxi Xian Tong completely oppose each other. 

At this moment, Di Haotian stepped into his debut: "Hold on." 

Jun Xiaoyao paused, but did not look back at Di Haotian. 

The many monks in the audience looked back and forth on the two of them. 

"Could Di Haotian still not give up and want to keep the son of the Jun Family?" 

"This should be impossible. Xian Ting can only suffer from this boring loss this time. Otherwise, is it going 

to start an emperor war?" 

Some monks are discussing. 



After all, there is the Big Dipper, the King of Killers is here. 

Xian Ting wanted to force Jun Xiaoyao to stay, but it wasn't that simple. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, do you think you just won this way?" 

"No, it's not over yet." 

"It's better to say, all this has just begun!" 

Di Haotian stared at Jun Xiaoyao's back, his sharp gaze seemed to penetrate it. 

He hasn't lost yet. 

He is a rebirth, many opportunities and future changes in the world are all in his mind. 

He won't just fail like this! 

However, Jun Xiaoyao didn't even turn his head back. 

"Di Haotian, I have to say, you disappointed me." 

"The only thing I can do for the ant that I stepped on is to look up at my fading back." 

Drop this sentence lightly. 

Jun Xiaoyao left without looking back. 

He was really disappointed. 

I thought that as a rebirth, Di Haotian could bring him more fun and surprises. 

But... it's just that. 

It's stronger than the previous leeks, but it hasn't changed in essence. 

"Jun Xiaoyao..." 

Di Haotian's temple suddenly throbbed, and his blood vessels were about to burst. 

This kind of shame is no less than being forced to kneel by Zhu Xianjian before. 

The countless strange gazes around, like thorns, plunged deeply into Di Haotian's heart. 

Even Bai Luoxue, who admired him so much, changed her eyes unknowingly. 

Perhaps Di Haotian was not as powerful and perfect as she had imagined. 

"We just let him go like this?" 

There are strong people in Fuxi's immortal system who are unwilling to say. 

"What can be done, is it going to start an imperial war?" 

"And don't forget, although the Jun family did not show up, it does not mean that they are not paying 

attention to the situation here." 



"Damn it, it's Ling Yuan from the emperor Wa's immortal lineage. If she hadn't let the emperor Xiaoyao 

come in, how could we Xianting suffer such a great loss!" 

Some experts from the Fuxi Immortal Order immediately aimed their spearheads at Lingyu. 

That's right. 

If it weren't for Ling Yuan to hide from Xian Ting, let Jun Xiaoyao enter. 

None of this may happen. 

"Ling Yuan, you bitch!" 

In Di Haotian's eyes, deep anger surged. 

He hates Jun Xiaoyao. 

But I hate Lingyuan even more. 

Facing Di Haotian's insults, the corners of Ling Yuan's lips provoked an arc of irony. 

"The ancient young emperor of the dignified fairy garden can only be insulted and insulted a woman 

now?" 

"you……" 

Di Haotian's face was pale. 

He is an extremely arrogant person. 

The humiliation that Jun Xiaoyao inflicted on him almost made his mind collapse. 

"Di Haotian, pay attention to your words." 

Yuan Che also frowned. 

To some extent, Ling Yuan is also her. 

Di Haotian insulted the **** Lingyuan, isn't he also insulting her? 

"As the last princess of Gu Xianting, but she was played with emotions, don't you know that all this is Jun 

Xiaoyao's plan?" 

To Yuan Che, Di Haotian's words were still somewhat restrained. 

"Don't you think so, marrying me in your dreams to make a relationship?" Yuan Che's bright eyes also 

have a sneer. 

She is not stupid. 

Di Haotian himself wanted to do this, so what right did he have to accuse Jun Xiaoyao? 

And Jun Xiaoyao is really willing to help her pass on the big sin. 

From this point of view, Jun Xiaoyao sacrificed a lot to her. 



Of course, Yuan Che didn't know that it would be beneficial to Jun Xiaoyao to pass on the big 

sins~www.mtlnovel.com~Di Haotian could not speak. 

"In short, this is Lingyuan's fault. She should be punished. I think we Fuxixian will execute it." 

Fuxi immortal system has strong words coldly, and is very hostile to Lingyu. 

"I see who dares!" 

Lan Po and others of the emperor Wa Huang Xian Tong stood up. 

Lingyu had great significance to the Wa Huangxian Order, how could they give Lingyu to Fuxi's Immortal 

Order? 

"Also, the emperor soldiers of Xingtian Xiantong were also taken away. Will Emperor Wa Xiantong also 

have to bear this loss?" 

Xingtian Xiantong also said. 

The emperor Wa Xian Tong immediately spoke to the strong man: "I, the emperor Wa Xian Tong, are 

willing to respect Princess Yuanche and become the next lord of the fairy court!" 

If Yuanche became the lord of Xian Ting, it was equivalent to Ling Yu becoming the lord of Xian Ting. 

This is what Wa Huangxian Tong would like to see. 

"That's right, Princess Yuanche, who is originally the blood of the emperor, and has half a tiger charm in 

her palm, she can't be more suitable to become the lord of the fairy court." 

The strong man of Jingwei Xiantong spoke up. 

The faces of the Fuxi immortal family were ugly. 

They want to hold Emperor Haotian to the top and become the lord of the fairy court. 

"This matter needs to be discussed again, after all, whether it is Ling Yuan or Princess Yuanche, they 

have an unclear connection with that Jun Xiaoyao." 

"Does Xian Ting really fall into Jun Xiaoyao's hands in the future?" 

The people of Xing Tian Xian Tong held objections. 

Watching all this. 

Di Haotian only felt dizzy, and couldn't help but have a heart blood pouring into his throat, which he 

forcibly endured. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, your hand is too cruel..." 

Di Haotian understood why Jun Xiaoyao left Lingyuan behind. 

This is a seed of contradiction left. 

Now it is almost impossible for Xian Ting to completely return to unity. 



Chapter 1316: Xian Ting split into three camps, among the stone disc fragments... 

What is step by step scheming, what is step by step calculation. 

Di Haotian thought that he had reached the limit. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao's methods refreshed his cognition even more. 

Let Ling Yuan, the woman who loves him so much, stay as the fuse. 

Ling Yuan is also willing to be used. 

Who is the villain in this particular thing? 

Di Haotian was not afraid of that kind of magnificent son of destiny. 

I'm afraid of people like Jun Xiaoyao, whose heart is equally dark and shiny. 

This kind of person is far more terrifying than a gentleman or protagonist of destiny. 

He is not a hero like his father, Jun Wuhui. 

It's an unscrupulous man. 

When two dark-hearted people meet together, it is who is better to calculate. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao won. 

I'm afraid no one would have thought that the forgotten country would end in this way. 

It was originally an opportunity in Xian Ting, but in the end, Jun Xiaoyao won the numbness. 

Di Haotian, and even the entire fairy garden, became a joke. 

Plus the separation of Chi You's veins. 

The prestige of Xian Ting suffered a huge setback. 

More importantly, although things have temporarily ended. 

But the turmoil in Xian Ting never ended. 

The birth of Princess Yuanche with the blood of the emperor brought huge changes to the situation in 

Xianting. 

The Wa Huangxian Order, Jingwei Immortal Order, and Shennong Immortal Order, all united, wanting to 

hold Yuanche to the top. 

And Ling Yu, in their eyes, will sooner or later merge with Yuen Che, so they regard them as one. 

The Fuxi and Cangjie Immortal Order wanted to support the emperor Haotian ascendant. 

Xing Tian Xian Tong, originally did not incline to any camp. 

But after this incident, they were also quite dissatisfied with the Emperor Wa Xiantong, so they also 

joined the Fuxi Xiantong camp. 
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As for the Gonggong Xiantong and Zhurong Xiantong, they don't help each other. 

Whoever wins in the end, they will be on their side. 

In other words. 

Now the entire Xian Ting, apart from the Chi You who left, the Eight Immortals have formed three 

camps. 

Wa Huang Xian Tong, Jing Wei Xian Tong, Shennong Xian Tong, want to hold Yuanche. 

Fuxi immortal order, Cangjie immortal order, Xingtian immortal order, want to hold the emperor 

Haotian. 

Gonggong Xiantong and Zhu Rongxiantong will watch from the sidelines and will not join any party for 

the time being. 

A huge overlord force, the Supreme Immortal Court, split into three camps. 

I'm afraid no one would have thought of this. 

And the only fuse is Jun Xiaoyao. 

As early as when he returned from a foreign land, Jun Xiaoyao planned to split Xian Ting. 

It can be said that the current situation is caused by Jun Xiaoyao alone. 

This is what he expected. 

As for why, Jun Xiaoyao wanted to split Xian Ting at this time. 

First, it is naturally because of the right time and place. 

Second, it is because Jun Xiaoyao wants to pave the way for his Emperor's Court. 

With the behemoth Xian Ting blocked, how can the Emperor's Court develop? 

It is bound to be suppressed by Xian Ting. 

And now, Xian Ting is divided into internal fighting and is overwhelmed by himself. 

The Emperor's Court naturally has a precious development opportunity. 

This is another level of Jun Xiaoyao's thoughts. 

If it is said that ordinary people's strategy is on the first level, Di Haotian's plan is on the third level. 

That Jun Xiaoyao's plan is in the atmosphere. 

His vision and pattern were not comparable to Di Haotian. 

Playing scheming, Di Haotian is just a stubborn bronze. 

After the end of the forgotten country. 

The crowd of monks who watched the excitement also gradually dispersed. 



This time, the amount of information they received was too great. 

It is conceivable that what happened here will not be long before it will cause a sensation in the entire 

Nine Heavens Immortal Territory. 

Most of the people in Xian Ting left with a calm face. 

Yuan Che was all taken in by the emperor Wa. 

For Ling Yuan, she didn't have any means. 

Because I don't want Jun Xiaoyao to hate him. 

Ling Yuan resisted Yuan Che, but also maintained restraint. 

The two are now in peace. 

Di Haotian left with a cold face. 

This time, it can be said that he lost his wife and broke down. 

Even the ancient emperor died in vain. 

Because of this, people in the family of the ancient emperor in the Fuxi Immortal System were also quite 

dissatisfied with him. 

Di Haotian simply lost all the games. 

He returned to the golden palace. 

Sitting alone on the high seat. 

The bottom is empty. 

Yanyun eighteen riders was almost dead. 

Bai Luoxue and others did not come to bother because Di Haotian was in a bad mood. 

"Hehe, my emperor Haotian, how could I fail so miserably, I am the son of destiny and dominate the 

existence of this world!" 

Di Haotian smiled miserably, laughed madly, his breath violently. 

Since he was born, all opportunities, including Xiao Qianxue and Yuan Che, have been taken away by Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

Is he harvesting others, or others harvesting him? 

You can't play tricks, and you can't beat Jun Xiaoyao with force. 

And it was only defeated by Jun Xiaoyao's body. 

His chaotic body did not participate in the war. 

This made Di Haotian feel frustrated even more. 



"Ahhhhh!!" 

Di Haotian vented his emotions, and the whole hall was roaring. 

After some venting, Di Haotian panted heavily and fell silent. 

"No, I have to calm down, I haven't lost yet." 

"I also have memories and know the future changes." 

"And this thing..." 

Di Haotian took out the fragments of the immortal stone plate. 

This is the golden finger to help him rebirth. 

It is also his big hole card. 

And it is a hole card that must not be leaked. 

Because once it was discovered by other people and the secret of his rebirth was unearthed, it would 

definitely be a devastating blow to Di Haotian. 

In addition, he has to find the true inheritance of the Dragon Emperor Haotian. 

Right now, what he got in the Forgotten Realm was just an incarnation of the Dragon Emperor. 

The true Haotian Dragon Emperor inheritance should be the Dragon Emperor golden body. 

With the Dragon Emperor's golden body, Emperor Haotian can participate in the last great turmoil and 

go to Bo Na I to sublimate. 

"I'm not defeated yet, and I won't be defeated either!" 

Di Haotian's eyes sparkled. 

"Hehe, as expected to be the one I chose, really ambitious." 

"Well, who!" 

Di Haotian was shocked. 

His mind swept away, and the whole hall was empty. 

This is his residence, no one dares to enter without his order ~www.mtlnovel.com~. 

But that voice... 

Di Haotian's gaze suddenly fell on the fragment of the immortal stone plate in his hand. 

"Did it come from here?" 

"Yes, it's me." 

An old voice came from the broken skin of the stone plate of the immortal. 



"Senior is..." 

Di Haotian's eyes were startled and suspicious. 

He knows the origin of the fragments of the immortal stone plate. 

And among them, there are conscious fluctuations coming out? 

"You can call me... no old man." 

The existence road named Wu Lao. 

"Could it be that you made me reborn into this golden world?" Di Haotian asked incredulously. 

"Ha ha……" 

The Wu Lao didn't say anything, just smiled, and then said with fluctuating consciousness. 

"You don't need to know too much, just know that the old man chose you." 

"I can help you to become the master of this golden world." 

"What exactly is going on?" 

Such a consciousness suddenly appeared in the fragments of the stone plate of the immortal. 

And also said that he was selected. 

Di Haotian was already deep in his mind, and naturally he couldn't easily believe the words of this Wu 

Lao. 

Originally, he thought that the fragments and rebirth of the fairy stone plate were his own secrets. 

As a result, it seems that it was arranged by this old man. 

"It seems that you still don't trust the old man. In that case, I will give you a meeting ceremony first." 

"Let you know that the old man is not malicious to you." 

As soon as the old voice fell, a complicated flow of information poured directly into the Emperor 

Haotian Yuanshen. 

Di Haotian was taken aback for a moment, his eyes exploded and he was amazed. 

"A celestial scripture, and it seems to be a very long-lasting celestial scripture, the level of preciousness 

is unimaginable." 

Di Haotian was shocked. 

What kind of existence is this elderless person? 

Chapter 1317: Di Haotian’s portable grandfather arrives, his new ambition... 

"Hunyuan God and Demon Immortal Sutra, rumored to be an immortal sutra cultivated by rare chaotic 

creatures." 
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"In modern times, it has almost disappeared." 

"If you succeed in practicing this sutra, you can train the Hunyuan God and Demon Body, comparable to 

the innate **** and demon born in the chaos!" 

Di Haotian was amazed. 

Even with his Xianting Young Emperor's vision, this kind of ancient celestial scripture is extremely rare. 

After cultivating, there will be a body that is close to the chaotic body. How terrifying is this? 

The reason why Di Haotian failed miserably to Jun Xiaoyao. 

Another reason is that his physical body is a huge disadvantage compared to Jun Xiaoyao. 

Of course, this weakness is relative. 

Emperor Haotian will also use the Qi of the Innate Dragon Emperor to temper his body, and also use 

various divine liquids and precious liquids to temper his body. 

It's just that Jun Xiaoyao's body is too evil, and no one can fight him close at all. 

"Why, are you surprised? This is just one of the many collections of the old man, like a drop of water in 

the ocean." Wu Lao laughed. 

"Then, what do seniors want juniors to do?" 

Di Haotian's eyes flickered darkly. 

Take out such an ancient celestial scripture. 

Consciousness still resides on the fragments of the immortal stone plate. 

It is enough to prove that the origin of this innocent person is absolutely shocking. 

And this kind of character, fancying him, obviously is not boring to help him. 

There must be a purpose. 

"Hehe, it's also very simple, but I want you to help the old man find the body in the future." Wudaodao. 

"It's that simple?" 

Di Haotian felt a little absurd. 

"The old man is just a ray of consciousness now, not even the remnant soul, there is almost no way to 

find his own body." 

"It turned out to be like this." Di Haotian nodded slightly. 

"But my physical body is not so easy to find." Wu Lao smiled. 

"Then what should I do?" Di Haotian asked. 



He feels that such a mysterious immortal with such a mysterious origin should not have any other 

conspiracy against him. 

And now Wu Lao is just a ray of consciousness, not a remnant soul, and it is even more impossible to 

take him away. 

In addition to seizing the house, Di Haotian couldn't think of what Wu Lao could get from him. 

"It's very simple. Next, you have to quickly find the remaining fragments of the fairy stone plate. As a 

rebirth, you should also know that you are not far from the real turmoil." 

"And when turmoil comes, that ‘door’ will open." 

Without the old, Di Haotian's breathing would be quickened. 

That ‘door’. 

This is where his hope lies. 

It is also the ultimate goal of Di Haotian's layout all the time! 

Why does he want to unify Xian Ting? 

Want to find the golden body of Dragon Emperor left by Haotian Dragon Emperor? 

It is for the future, when the turmoil is coming, that he has the ability to fight for the right to enter that 

‘door’! 

That may be the most important opportunity for this golden age! 

"I know, no old man, I will mobilize all the resources and manpower of Fuxi Xiantong to find that thing 

secretly." Di Haotian said. 

"Hehe, the Nine Heavens Immortal Territory is too big, but the old man can provide some locations, 

maybe it will be something to gain." Wushaodao. 

Di Haotian exploded with a sharp shot in his eyes. 

"Is this true? Thank you Wu Lao!" 

He didn't expect that he could have such a huge help. 

Not only can it give him many rare celestial scripture supernatural powers, but it can also help him find 

the fragments of the celestial stone plate. 

"Naturally it is true. To help you is to help the old man himself." Wu Lao laughed. 

"Very good!" 

Di Haotian was extremely excited, and the whole person was full of spirits. 

"I just said, Jun Xiaoyao, the game between you and me has just begun!" 

"It seems you really hate that Jun Xiaoyao." Wudaodao. 



He naturally understood everything in the dark. 

"That is natural. One day, I want him to kneel in front of me, no, there is also Jun Wugui!" Di Haotian's 

eyes were full of anger. 

"It just so happens that the old man has no good feelings about the Jun family. A domineering and 

arrogant family can live forever to this day." Wu Lao sighed. 

"Don't worry if you are an old man, when I succeed and step into that ‘door’ to achieve the ultimate 

sublimation, the first one will lead Xian Ting and destroy the Jun’s family." 

Emperor Haotian was ambitious and ambitious. 

It's all speechless if you're too old. 

Although he didn't like the Jun family, Di Haotian's words were indeed fearless for some ignorant 

people. 

If you want to destroy the emperor's family, let alone the general emperor. 

Even the mythical emperor is just hitting the stone with the pebbles. 

Even if you become a fairy, can you destroy the Jun family? 

But Wu Lao didn't say much. 

Young people, it's always right to keep a little fantasies and enthusiasm. 

… 

After the end of the forgotten kingdom, Jun Xiaoyao set out to return to the Wild Heaven and Immortal 

Realm. 

As for the Big Dipper, King of Killers, Houtu Niangniang and others, naturally they have long since 

dispersed. 

Gu Xianting's army, and people in the same line as Chi You, also went to the Wild Heaven and Immortal 

Realm. 

On the contrary, Jun Xiaoyao is very comfortable, and he didn't rush back in a hurry. 

He is not afraid that Xian Ting dare to secretly disadvantage him. 

Xian Ting didn't leave him at that time, and now he will not secretly attack him. 

Even, at this time, Xian Ting would not let other people attack him, such as Gulan Shengjiao. 

Because Ruojun Xiaoyao has another accident. 

The Jun family will be the first to find Xian Ting. 

But this time, the Jun family will not keep their hands. 

Because if a **** son of an overlord family is assassinated at every turn, what style would it be? 



Besides, Jun Xiaoyao is nothing more than the fetus of the Holy Physique now. 

The forces such as Xian Ting will not be stupid. In order to destroy him, they will provoke the Jun family. 

So now, Jun Xiaoyao is very at ease. 

"Yan Yu, I'm not in a hurry to return to the Wasteland Immortal Territory, why don't I go to your Mo 

Family to see?" Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

"Ah, really, thank you Master!" 

Mo Yanyu had been following Jun Xiaoyao all the time, and he was very pleasantly surprised when he 

heard what he said. 

What does Jun Xiaoyao's move mean? 

It is to help her build her prestige and make her the young master of the Mo family. 

"Brother Junjun, also go to my Lu's house!" 

Lu Fugui salivated his face. 

He is addicted to flattering. 

Jun Xiaoyao's thigh, he was about to hold it tightly. 

"You are the little grandfather of the Lu family, your status is not low." Jun Xiaoyao chuckled lightly. 

The position of Lu Fugui in the Lu family is different from that of Mo Yanyu in the Mo family. 

He shouldn't need to cheer himself. 

"Hey, look at what Brother Jun said, Xiaoye...no, Xiaolu's status and status, in front of you, Brother Jun, 

is just a grain of sesame." 

"Brother Jun walks with me, Xiao Lu also has face." Lu Fugui said with a smile. 

Cheeky flattering. 

"Really flatter." Mo Yanyu was still upset with Lu Fugui. 

"Hey, you are also a woman anyway, no matter how bad you are, you can warm the bed for Brother Jun, 

and I can only flatter and flatter you." 

"However, if Brother Jun doesn't dislike it, Xiao Lu can also warm up the bed. I have a lot of meat, no less 

than the two lumps on Mo Yanyu's chest." 

"Fatty man, you are shameless!" Mo Yanyu said with a blushing face. 

Although she really wanted to warm the bed for Jun Xiaoyao. 

But Jun Xiaoyao was someone who even Yuan Che could refuse without hesitation. Mo Yanyu is self-

aware, and it would be great for her to follow Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Fine, let's take a trip." 



Jun Xiaoyao is amused. 

This is really a living treasure, maybe it can be a brother to the nine lions. 

With the two of them, the cooperation between the Mo family and the Lu family should be no big 

problem. 

After that, Jun Xiaoyao accompanied the two of them, and took a trip to the Lu family and Mo family. 

The news of the forgotten country has already spread. 

Jun Xiaoyao naturally received the highest standard treatment. 

The two families are too enthusiastic about Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao did not personally say that he wanted to find two partners to cooperate. 

Instead, this task was handed over to Mo Yanyu and Lu Fugui. 

This can be regarded as a small test for them. 

There is nothing wrong with Lu Fugui. 

On Mo Yanyu's side, the other descendants of the Mo family all looked red. 

Originally, Mo Yanyu was only considered mid-range among the candidate successors of the Mo family. 

The result was a trip with Jun Xiaoyao. 

The Mo family immediately designated her as the young master of the Mo family. 

Mo Yanyu was very happy. 

I am so grateful to Jun Xiaoyao that I can't wait to dedicate myself. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't stay at the two houses for long, so he left alone. 

Mo Yanyu and Lu Fugui are dealing with some alliances and cooperation. 

In the stars of the universe. 

Jun Xiaoyao wandered freely. 

Suddenly, he stopped and said lightly. 

"Come out, when are you going to follow?" 

In the depths of the starry sky, a beautiful shadow appeared, riding a snow-white crane. 

She came down from the crane, her white skirt fluttering, her temperament was like mist and rain, her 

skin was as white as snow, and her face was beautiful. 

He bowed to Jun Xiaoyao. 

This woman is Bai Luoxue! 



Chapter 1318: Bai Luoxue informs, Di Haotian's real plan, fruit... 

Bai Luoxue, as the name suggests, the skin is as white as snow, crystal clear and delicate. 

The appearance is also excellent, with crooked eyebrows and white teeth, like flowers and jade. 

Not to mention that it can be compared with Yuan Che, Ling Yuan, Jiang Shengyi and other outstanding 

stalls. 

But it's not much worse. 

But her characteristic is not her looks, but her wisdom. 

She is the think tank of Yanyun Eighteenth Cavaliers, not good at using force. 

Jun Xiaoyao held his hand, his expression did not fluctuate in the slightest. 

"It seems that the son of God was not surprised by the arrival of Luoxue." 

Seeing that Jun Xiaoyao didn't seem to be surprised, Bai Luoxue pursed her lips and smiled. 

Jun Xiaoyao is noncommittal. 

He had anticipated it a long time ago. 

After she defeated Emperor Haotian, if this woman really had a plan, she should be in contact with him. 

"You dare to show up in front of me, are you afraid that I will kill you?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's head is slightly on the side, and his words are playful. 

"Isn't the son of God pity Xiangxiyu at all?" 

Bai Luoxue said with a weak tone, with a hint of pity. 

"Don't come to that one. In my eyes, you are neither fragrant nor jade." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

It's just a scheming bitch, who does this and that. 

And her rank may not be as good as Ji Qingyi. 

Bai Luoxue's flawless face was also slightly stiff. 

Being so ironic by a perfect man like Jun Xiaoyao, it would not be comfortable to change into any 

woman. 

"Isn't the son of God curious, why is Luo Xue willing to take a risk and come to see you too?" 

Bai Luoxue adjusted his mind, said. 

"It's nothing more than seeing Di Haotian's decline, and I feel that I can't put my bet on someone who 

might fail miserably." 

"I'm guessing right?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes are as deep as the starry sky. 
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Bai Luoxue's face was stagnant, and said: "The son of God really has insight into people's hearts and is 

wit like a ghost." 

That's right. 

Bai Luoxue is this kind of thinking. 

In the past, she thought that Di Haotian was a person worthy of her life's help and follow. 

She also believes that Di Haotian definitely has great achievements, and can even become the existence 

that dominates the immortal realm. 

But now, seeing Di Haotian defeated in the hands of Jun Xiaoyao. 

Regardless of strategy or strength, Jun Xiaoyao was completely abused. 

Bai Luoxue's heart was shaken. 

If this continues. 

If one day, Di Hao's innocence really fell. 

Doesn't she have to follow the bad luck? 

Bai Luoxue didn't think that if Di Haotian died, he could still survive. 

Therefore, Bai Luoxue wanted to leave a way for herself. 

But now, the best choice is Jun Xiaoyao. 

"God, Luo Xue has been thinking about, if Luo Xue was born in this era." 

"Perhaps, I have already followed Lord God Son." 

Bai Luoxue said clearly. 

The corner of Jun Xiaoyao's lips provoked a slight arc. 

It's like watching a scene. 

This time, because he had defeated Di Haotian, Bai Luoxue's heart was shaken. 

But if he lost this time, I am afraid that Bai Luoxue would not have such a move. 

This kind of scheming **** is so annoying. 

And Jun Xiaoyao said that he doesn't like second-hand goods. 

Even Bai Luoxue and Di Haotian have no physical relationship. 

But as long as she followed Di Haotian, Jun Xiaoyao would feel dirty. 

Of course, Bai Luoxue also has use value. 

It's pretty good to use her as a tool. 



Bai Luoxue obviously knew this, so she dared to appear in front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

She still has this little cleverness, otherwise she wouldn't deserve to be called a think tank. 

"Well, don't talk nonsense, you come to me just to leave yourself a way out." 

"But there is no free lunch in the world, what can you bring me?" 

"Don't say it's your body, I'm not rare." Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

Bai Luoxue's face became even more stiff when he heard this. 

In her era, she is also regarded as the proud daughter of Zhongxing Pengyue. 

As a result, Jun Xiaoyao is not rare at all. 

But think about it, how could a person who can categorically reject Yuan Che's body be greedy for her. 

"The son of God is joking, even if Luo Xue is willing, he is not qualified to contaminate the body of the 

son of God." 

"However, Luo Xue can tell the **** child what Di Haotian's real plan is." Bai Luoxue said. 

"Oh?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flashed darkly. 

Emperor Haotian's plan to seize Yuanche and unify Xian Ting was completely destroyed by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Does he have other plans? 

"Let's talk." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

Bai Luoxue smiled and said, "But the son of God must first agree to Luo Xue, and he must leave a way for 

Luo Xue in the future." 

"These are all trivial things, but if you dare to be careful with me, you know." 

Jun Xiaoyao said indifferently. 

Ji Qingyi's scheming is deep enough, in his eyes, it is just a smelly sister. 

This Bai Luoxue's careful thinking can't make it to the table. 

"Di Haotian once instructed me to secretly search for a fragment of an ancient artifact, and he owns 

one." 

"However, Di Haotian kept secrets about this, only arranged for me to find it, but didn't tell me what the 

ancient artifact was and what its effect." 

Bai Luoxue's words made Jun Xiaoyao fall into thinking. 

Fragments of ancient artifacts? 

How can this routine be so familiar. 



In Jun Xiaoyao's thoughts, most of those who were reborn were reborn into the past because of some 

kind of ancient treasure golden finger. 

In other words, it should be the fragment of the ancient artifact that made Di Haotian reborn to the 

present. 

And possessing this kind of power, that ancient artifact obviously had an unusual origin. 

And Jun Xiaoyao knows that according to the routine, The more broken things is, the stronger it is. 

Di Haotian wanted to collect the fragments of ancient artifacts, it should have a deeper purpose. 

"You didn't lie to me?" 

Jun Xiaoyao looked at Bai Luoxue. 

"My Lord God is a witty match with ghosts and gods, how dare Luo Xue deceive." Bai Luoxue said. 

Jun Xiaoyao nodded lightly. 

This is indeed in line with the routine in his mind. 

"If this is the case, then you continue to be lurking beside Di Haotian, and everything today should not 

have happened." 

"However, if you find the fragment of the ancient artifact, give it to me first." 

"Luo Xue understands." 

Bai Luoxue nodded slightly. 

After another salute to Jun Xiaoyao, Bai Luoxue rode away on the crane. 

Seeing Bai Luoxue's leaving back, Jun Xiaoyao showed a smile in his eyes. 

Bai Luoxue was a chess piece he had placed beside Di Haotian. 

And it's free. 

Even if Di Haotian found out that he was killed, Jun Xiaoyao wouldn't care. 

"Looking for the fragments of the golden finger? It's really a consistent routine." 

"But Di Haotian, you want to use this to stand up, it's impossible." 

"Because of me, I will always walk in front of you." 

Jun Xiaoyao chuckled lightly, not worrying about Di Haotian's next plan at all. 

He also returned to the Wild Immortal Realm, preparing for the next stage of the layout. 

The first thing to do is to thoroughly integrate the Emperor's Court. 

Because before, the Emperor's Court was too messy and too complicated. 

The joining of various forces is too complicated and unorganized. 



But Jun Xiaoyao had already planned. 

He wants to hold a big banquet to show the existence of the Emperor's Court to the entire Nine Heavens 

Immortal Realm. 

The six parts of the Emperor's Court will also be completely established. 

It is conceivable that the Grand Banquet of the Emperor's Court will definitely be the most eye-catching 

event in the Nine Heavens Immortal Territory next! 

Chapter 1319: Return to the Wild Heaven and Immortal Realm, a new vision of the chaotic body, ten 

thousand ways... 

 

Jun Xiaoyao returned to the Desolate Heaven and Immortal Realm. 

The entire fairyland was alarmed. 

The immortal forces on all sides are all coming to investigate. 

After all, the news of Huntian Immortal Domain had already passed. 

Jun Xiaoyao conceals the sky and crosses the sea, enters the forgotten country, and has to do his best. 

With the power of one person, let the fairy court turbulent and split. 

Let Chi You escape out. 

He easily defeated Di Haotian and obtained a group of ancient fairy court troops. 

Even the last princess of the ancient fairy court, Yuan Che, admired her. 

All these deeds are like a miracle. 

So naturally attracted crowds from all over the world. 

"Haha, Xiaoyao, you deserve it, this time I'm really relieved!" 

Lord Jun Zhantian came out and laughed loudly. 

"Xiaoyao really did not live up to our expectations." 

Eighteen ancestors, sixteenth ancestors and others, came out to pick up Emperor Xiaoyao in person. 

And his mother Jiang Rou. 

"Happy..." 

Luo Xiangling also appeared, with long and blue hair floating, with a magnificent appearance. 

A group of maids and beauties, such as Jun Linglong, Jun Yinger, Wu Mingyue, Su Ziqiong, and Nalan 

Ruoxi also appeared. 
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As for his followers, including Jun Lingcang, Jun Moxiao and others, they were still temporarily 

cultivating in the Nine Heavens Immortal Academy and had not come back. 

"The son of God is simply a role model for our generation, and he easily suppressed Emperor Haotian!" 

"Let me just say, there were always people before. Comparing Emperor Haotian with our **** son, it is 

simply not comparable!" 

Many young members of the Jun family also appeared, one by one, excited and proud. 

That was Gu Xianting's top enchanting evildoer, so he was defeated by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Next, it was a simple banquet to reminisce about the past. 

"Xiaoyao, your qi transforms Sanqing, but blue is better than blue." 

"At the beginning, I really thought you were assassinated." Eighteenth Ancestor said with a smile. 

Although one Qi transforms three Qings against the sky, it is extremely difficult to practice. 

And it is impossible to cultivate two equally powerful clones from the beginning. 

Even if it was Jun Wugui before, he slowly cultivated step by step. 

"Maybe it's my physique, but if I say surpassing my father, it's too early." Jun Xiaoyao said modestly. 

He took advantage of his physique, so he cultivated faster than Jun Wuhui. 

But Jun Wugui's transformation into three cleansings has already become a big success. 

Just relying on one of the three avatars, beheaded the Scarlet King King, and even more able to contend 

with the ultimate disaster. 

Jun Wuhui's true strength is unpredictable, and even Jun Xiaoyao doesn't know it. 

And Jun Wugui hasn't preached yet. 

If he preached, the three in one, the three in one, the kind of powerful, indescribable. 

"No regrets naturally has his own plans and arrangements, but before Zhu Xianjian broke through the 

sky from the sea, it can be regarded as helping you to frighten a group of Xiaoxiao." Sixteenth Ancestor 

said. 

Jun Xiaoyao also nodded slightly. 

indeed. 

Jun Wugui basically never stayed with him. 

But Jun Wugui's father's love is loud and hopeful, and there is no trace of great love. 

In fact, he has been paying attention to the growth of Jun Xiaoyao. 

"You are the one who has no regrets, but it's just time." 



"If there is no regret, it is indeed possible to be like the Qitian Emperor, for my monarch's family, once 

again extend the era of luck." 

"But if you preach, maybe you can completely change the fate of the entire world." Eighteenth Ancestor 

said with emotion. 

"I don't dare to be that, Xiaoyao's only thought is to protect the family and make everyone around me 

safe." 

Jun Xiaoyao doesn't have such lofty ambitions. 

Of course, his goal of becoming the pinnacle of the strongest will not change. 

Only the strong can protect everyone around him. 

After the banquet. 

Jun Xiaoyao came to the depths of Jun's Ancestral Temple. 

This was originally the place where the ancestors of the Jun family retreat and sink. 

Generally, the family members are not eligible to enter. 

But now Jun Xiaoyao's status is basically the core existence of the Jun family. 

The entire Jun family revolves around him. 

It's not good to say. 

If Jun Xiaoyao makes comments, even if the current Patriarch has no intention, he has no right to refute 

it. 

Because the ancestors of the Jun family, the ancient ancestors, have already spoiled Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao is now the treasure of the Jun family. 

In a hole of heaven and blessing in the depths of the ancestral temple. 

A young man in white, surrounded by Chaos Qi, was vomiting essence. 

Beside him, there is an ancient tree of chaos. 

The essence of innate chaos contained in it has basically been refined. 

This is the chaotic body of Jun Xiaoyao. 

And beside him, there is a beautiful little loli who is like an elf. 

The silver hair is as bright and silky as a galaxy, and the skin is as ice as snow. 

The beautiful face carved in pink jade is delicate and white, and the big eyes are as clear as colored glaze 

gems. 

Full of aura like a porcelain doll, it is Xiao Qianxue. 



She had already regained consciousness. 

It's just that there is no memory of killing the three major killers, the quasi-emperor of the gods. 

To her, it was like having a shallow dream. 

At this time, Jun Xiaoyao's body of the Eucharist Dao also came here. 

"Huh, why..." 

Xiao Qianxue's eyes widened. 

"Two dads?" 

Her big eyes showed confusion. 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped forward and rubbed Xiao Qianxue's head. 

Xiao Qianxue is naturally sensitive and can feel that the person in front of him is also Jun Xiaoyao. 

Then, Jun Xiaoyao looked at Chaos Body. 

Jun Xiaoyao said in chaos. 

"It seems that Di Haotian's strength is even weaker than imagined." 

"I knew it, so I'll use my chaotic body to test it." 

Although the fetal body of the Holy Physique and the chaotic body, there is no difference between the 

so-called avatar of the deity. 

But Jun Xiaoyao, after all, started from the ridiculous ancient sacrament. 

His two physiques, if they fight against each other. 

Perhaps the corpse of the Eucharist Road can have a little upper hand. 

But it can only gain the upper hand. 

The strength of Chaos Body is also a top match. 

It's just that in terms of magical powers, it is a bit less than the corpse of the Eucharist.  

"It doesn't matter, there will be opportunities in the future." Jun Xiaoyao said in the body of the Holy 

Physique. 

"But during this period of retreat, after absorbing the innate chaos essence of the ancient chaos tree, I 

also realized the new vision of the chaos body." 

Jun Xiaoyao said chaotically. 

Even the ancient eucharist has six major visions. 

Chaos body, naturally it is impossible to have only one chaos opening the sky anomaly. 



After absorbing the energy of the ancient chaotic tree, Jun Xiaoyao's chaotic body also realized a new 

chaotic body vision. 

"That's right, why didn't I expect that it would be enough to directly discuss internally. It is more 

effective than fighting with Di Haotian." 

Both Jun Xiaoyao laughed. 

In fact, there is no need to communicate with each other in words, because it is one. 

When my heart moves, my heart understands it. 

But when you speak, you have a sense of ritual. 

"It just so happens to hone the new vision." 

Jun Xiaoyao's body in chaos, soaring into the air, the chaotic aura was permeated, and many faeries 

suddenly formed. 

Such as Qinglong, White Tiger, Suzaku, Xuanwu, Snake, Qilin, Kunpeng... 

Chaos derives thousands of ways. 

At the moment, every fairy is like a avenue. 

This is the new vision of Chaos Body that Chaos Body comprehends. 

Ten Thousand Buddhas! 

"Interesting, interesting." 

The body of the Holy Physique Path also moved, and when the Heaven and Earth Profound Gate came 

out, the majestic and majestic atmosphere, like a towering mountain in the ancient times, was 

suppressed. 

Wandao Buddha against Heaven and Earth Profound Gate! 

The two strong visions of the two strong physiques collided together! 

"Ah, the two fathers are fighting each other, which one should Qianxue cheer for?" 

Xiao Qianxue became distressed. 

This is the distress of getting double happiness. 

"However, it seems all the same, dad, come on!" 

Xiao Qianxue exclaimed cheerfully. 

Chapter 1320: 1 Qi Hua 3 Qing guards against the sky, 9 days sign in, Emperor's Court... 

 

I have to say that the newly realized vision of Chaos Body, Ten Thousand Paths of Buddha, is extremely 

terrifying. 
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Every move follows. 

All kinds of faeries, roaring, roaring, crying, powerful and powerful. 

Of course, the Heaven and Earth Profound Gate of the fetus of the Eucharist Dao is also extremely 

powerful, and it is the core center of the six visions of the Eucharist. 

When the two were fighting each other, it was as if two **** kings were colliding. 

Such fluctuations are far more terrifying than any Tianjiao wars. 

Jun Xiaoyao was right. 

Discuss it with Di Haotian. 

If he learns from himself internally, the effect may be better. 

I don't know if Di Haotian will feel like crying without tears when he hears this. 

Even if he was a sharpening stone, Jun Xiaoyao was disgusted by him. 

This battle only lasted for a short period of time. 

After all, it's just a discussion, not a life-and-death battle. 

The result is, of course, no winners or losers. 

In the end, the two bodies collided, like Mars hitting the earth. 

The brilliance of the avenue, the qi and blood of the sacred body, and the qi of chaos collide and blend 

with each other. 

Finally, in the blazing glow, Jun Xiaoyao's white figure emerged, with a powerful breath. 

"Hey, two dads have become one dad again." 

Xiao Qianxue held her fingers in her hands, feeling both wonderful and interesting. 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly and felt the endless power in his body. 

He was completely aware of the benefits of one qi transforming three clears. 

Sanqing avatars can practice alone, but their comprehension is the same. 

For example, in the fetal body of the Eucharist Dao of Jun Xiaoyao, in the forgotten kingdom, the 

primordial spirit broke through to the Hengsha level, and his talent was transformed into the king of 

abnormal numbers. 

That Chaos Body is also natural, possessing the talents of Hengsha-level Yuanshen and King of Unusual 

Numbers. 

In other words, the incarnation of Sanqing, although they can practice separately. 

But the results of cultivation can be shared. 



This is equivalent to three people practicing at the same time. 

For Jun Xiaoyao, this is equivalent to having three different king-level evildoers cultivating at the same 

time. 

This is the place where one gas turns three cleansing, the most against the sky! 

Of course, Jun Xiaoyao has only trained two bodies now, which is equivalent to two different kings 

practicing at the same time. 

But this is also extremely scary, and most people can't even think about it. 

Jun Xiaoyao is also known. 

Why is his father Jun Wugui able to cultivate so fast. 

It is also because of the effect of one gasification and three cleansing. 

It means that the three Jun Wugui are cultivating at the same time. 

"It's easier to do this way, even if I need to do something personally, I only need to do it in one suit." 

"The other person can concentrate on cultivation, and all kinds of cultivation insights and experiences 

can also be shared." 

Jun Xiaoyao murmured. 

Now he is just merging the two bodies, not letting the power blend together. 

If it is true power fusion. 

The strength of that Jun Xiaoyao will be far more terrifying than it is now. 

This can also be used as a big hole card for Jun Xiaoyao. 

All in all, Jun Xiaoyao's current various methods, even he himself feels, is it a bit too much. 

The battle with Di Haotian didn't force his true strength at all. 

"I only hope that in the future, someone more powerful than Di Haotian will appear, so that it won't be 

boring." 

"But... it seems that in the nine-day restricted area, some young masters and emperors in the restricted 

area are more challenging than the heavenly arrogances of Xianyu." 

Jun Xiaoyao thought of the nine-day restricted area again. 

Because of the special environmental reasons of Nine Days. 

The strength of those young masters and emperors in the restricted area can be much stronger than 

that of the Immortal Territory Tianjiao. 

Otherwise, some Tianjiao of Xianyu wouldn't be thinking about going up to nine days. 

People such as Ji Qingyi, Xiao Shi Huang, Huang Nidao and others have all been led for nine days. 



And Jiang Luoli. 

"I don't know what happened to Nizi." 

Jun Xiaoyao thought, is it time to visit? 

And Zhu Xianjian had been shocked once for nine days. 

Does it matter if he goes there? 

At this moment, the mechanical sound of the system rang out in Jun Xiaoyao's mind. 

"Ding, congratulations to the host, the new sign-in location has been refreshed, please sign in in nine 

days!" 

A smile appeared in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

It's free to prostitute again. 

White whoring makes him happy. 

Of course, Jun Xiaoyao will not go to Jiutian now. 

Because he still has one more important thing to do. 

Rectify the Emperor's Court! 

In the following time, Jun Xiaoyao has been retreating in the depths of the ancestral temple. 

He split into two again. 

The Chaos Body refines the mussel beads obtained from Zhuang Xiaomeng to consolidate the Hengsha-

level soul. 

The fetal body of the Holy Physique Dao uses the Huangdi Dharma body to cultivate. 

While comprehending the essence of the Eucharist, with the help of its tempering energy, continue to 

develop the Xumi world in the body. 

In the human body, there are 840 million particles, enough to condense the world of 840 million Sumi. 

Jun Xiaoyao now only condensed three thousand. 

This should have been extremely difficult. 

But with the power of Huangdi Law Body, Jun Xiaoyao's cultivation was much simpler. 

Not to mention the completion of cultivation, at least there is nothing wrong with doubling it at this 

stage. 

How much Huangdi exists, his power is a peerless tonic for Jun Xiaoyao. 

In addition, Jun Xiaoyao also released news. 



Three months later, Huangtianxianyu will host a grand banquet of the Emperor's Court, inviting all 

parties to participate. 

This is undoubtedly like a huge rock entering the sea, setting off a monstrous wave in the entire Nine 

Heavens Immortal Territory. 

"Is the son of the Jun family really going to announce the existence of the Emperor's Court to the 

fairyland?" 

"In the beginning, I thought that the  Jundi Court was just something made by the Jun family's son on a 

whim. Now it seems that the Jun's son has a plan." 

"Tsk tusk, I really look forward to it, what kind of pattern will the Emperor's Court look like?" 

"With the Jun family and Jiang family backing their backs, the Emperor's Court will never pull his hips no 

matter what." 

"But who could have imagined that the Emperor's Son was so young that he had created an immortal 

force with one hand. This is simply unimaginable." 

"Yes, immortal forces are all created by figures of the emperor level." 

"The son of the Jun family created such a power in the realm of Heavenly Sovereign. It is really a 

legend." 

The entire Nine Heavens Immortal Territory was full of discussions. 

They are all curious about the Emperor's Court created by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Of course, not everyone is like this. 

Forces such as the line of the Holy Spirit and the Primordial Royal Family are watching with cold eyes. 

"Is the immortal power so easy to create these days?" 

"Just draw a few skirmishers and combine them together, can they be called immortal forces?" 

"I don't know the strength of the Emperor's Court, but if it only depends on the Emperor's family, what's 

the point?" 

Some Primordial royal creatures are cynics. 

Jun Xiaoyao practiced along the way and provokes many Primordial royal families. 

The Taikoo royal family was also hostile to Jun Xiaoyao and the Jun family. 

However, due to the strength of the Jun family, he killed the chickens and the monkeys, and eliminated 

the three major killer gods. 

Only then did the Taikoo royal family feel a little at ease. 

But no matter what, the invitation of Emperor Emperor Court still received a large number of responses. 

The monks of many forces have already set out toward the Wild Heaven and Immortal Realm. 



Three months' time, fleeting. 

The grand banquet of the Emperor's Court is finally coming! 

 


